
Short –Shipped Goods

Customs Brokerage Series (Canada)



What are short-shipped goods?

• Short-shipped goods are reported when the 
quantity of goods originally reported to the 
CBSA is different from that received by the 
importer or customs broker. There are two 
shortage situations:
– ETA
– VI



ETA:  Entered to Arrive

• Short-shipped goods are documented on an 
Entered to Arrive (ETA) release request when the 
total number of packages originally reported 
does not match the number of packages received 
by the consignee or importer.

Example:  1 skid (40 cartons) was reported 
to CBSA on a pre-arrival (PARS) entry.  Upon 
arrival in Canada, it was discovered the skid 
was 1 carton short.  When the missing 
carton is shipped, an ETA entry is required 
to be presented upon arrival at the FPOA.

FPOA = First Port of Arrival



VI:  Value Included
• Short-shipped goods are documented on a Value 

Included (VI) release request when the number of 
articles originally reported as contained in a 
package does not match the contents.

Example:  1 carton containing 50 
articles is reported to CBSA and 
accounted for.  Upon arrival, the 
consignee discovers that the carton is 
short 10 articles.  When the missing 
articles are shipped a VI entry is 
required to be presented at the 
FPOA.

FPOA - First Port of Arrival



ETA & VI exceptions:

• Goods cannot be released under ETA and VI release options 
when:
– the importer or customs broker is aware that the entire quantity of 

the goods reported on the invoice will not be in the shipment when 
it arrives in Canada

– the border services officer finds that the quantity reported does 
not match the quantity found during examination of the goods

– the goods are reported to be on back-order
– the goods are bonded warehouse shortages

• In these cases, only the goods that were actually shipped will 
be documented on the RMD package. The remaining goods 
will be processed separately when they arrive in Canada.



Reporting short-shipped goods

• ETA and VI shipments must be presented as 
paper release requests only, regardless of the 
service option used for the original release 
request.



Documentation requirements for ETA entry

• one copy of the documentation supporting the claim for the 
shortage, e.g., a shipping order or letter from the shipper, 
vendor or manufacturer indicating that the goods were not 
shipped

• one copy of a new CCD showing the number of pieces short-
shipped with a reference to the CCN of the original shipment 
in the description field

• two copies of the invoices covering the original shipment. This 
invoice should contain the following information:
– importer BN;
– transaction number of the original shipment;
– notation "ETA Shortage;"
– indication of which goods were short-shipped; and
– original CBSA release office



Documentation requirements for VI entry
• two copies of the original documentation supporting the 

claim for the shortage
• one copy of a new CCD showing the number of pieces short-

shipped, with a reference to the CCN of the original 
shipment in the description field

• two copies of an invoice containing an accurate description 
of the short-shipped goods. This invoice should contain the 
following information:

• importer/exporter account number or BN of the importer;
– transaction number of the original shipment (a new transaction 

number is not acceptable);
– a notation "VI shortage;"
– name of the original CBSA release office; and
– invoice page and line number for the original transaction relating 

to the short-shipped goods



Sample shortage letter



When the shortage is discovered after release 
but before final accounting…

• There are 2 options:
1. to account for the total quantity and have the balance 

of the goods released as an ETA or VI when they 
arrive

2. to provide the CBSA with evidence of the shortage 
with the final accounting document and account for the 
goods on hand only. When the remaining goods 
arrive, they should not be reported as a shortage. 
Instead, standard release procedures will apply.



Known short shipments

• Known short shipments consist of commodities invoiced as 
single transactions that may have to be imported in 
separate loads due to the nature of the shipments. For 
example, certain machinery and equipment, and large 
systems such as an oil rig, must be shipped in multiple 
loads over a period of time.

• The entire quantity will be accounted for when the first 
shipment arrives, and the remainder will be processed 
upon importation as ETA.

• Before the goods arrive, a written request must be 
submitted to the chief or superintendent at the Customs 
office where the first shipment will be imported.



Written request for known short shipment:
• Before the goods arrive, a written request must be submitted to the 

chief or superintendent at the CBSA office where the first shipment is 
to be imported. The request should include the following information:
– reason for shortage;
– name and BN of the importer;
– name of the exporter;
– unit of measure and quantity of goods;
– value of the goods;
– detailed description of the goods;
– country of origin;
– number of ETAs; and
– estimated date(s) of arrival including the completion date.



Documentation requirements for known short 
shipment (ETA):
• The documents required for this type of ETA release are:

– a copy of the letter of authorization;
– a new CCD; and
– two copies of the invoice(s) covering the original shipment containing the 

following information:
• importer BN;
• transaction number of the original shipment;
• name of the original customs release office;
• notation "ETA Shortage"; and
• actual quantity being released.

• Following normal ETA processing in ACROSS, the CBSA will retain a 
copy of the ETA release package. When an ETA is processed at a 
CBSA office other than the original office of release, the CBSA copy 
of the ETA release package will be forwarded to the original office 
of release.



When the shortage is discovered after final 
accounting….

• The balance of the short-shipped goods may 
be released as an ETA or VI

• If the importer does not expect the goods to be 
delivered at a later date, then a claim may be 
made for a refund with evidence of the 
shortage included with the claim.



Summary

• Short-shipped goods (also known as “a 
shortage”) are when the goods received in 
Canada differ from the goods that were 
reported to CBSA prior to arrival

• There are 2 types of shortages:  ETA & VI

• Shortages must be reported to CBSA by paper 
release request, and must include written 
documentation supporting the shortage claim


